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This enchanting adult coloring book transports colorists to a world of magical fairies with 31

gorgeous portraits of winged sprites in flowery settings. Bring these wondrous creatures to life with

colors of your own choosing. Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal

and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Enchanted Fairies and other Creative

HavenÂ® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each

title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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This is a coloring book filled with 31 beautiful pictures of fairies and flowers. I love the look of these

lovely fairies. I have another Creative Haven coloring book by this artist, Barbara Lanza called

â€œChristmas Treesâ€• and I have enjoyed it so much, I knew that ordering this book would be an

easy decision. I also looked a little further and discovered that Ms. Lanza has written several book

about coloring and drawing fairies, so it seems that this may very well be her specialty in drawing.All

of my gel pens and markers bleed through on Creative Haven books to varying degrees. I use chip

board, cardstock, or freezer paper in between the sheets (if I am keeping it in the book) or under the

page if I remove it from the book.There are 31 designs in this coloring book which are printed on

bright white perforated paper that is a fairly heavy stock. The designs are printed on one side of the



page only. I usually like to remove my projects from the books to work on and I love that Creative

Haven always makes it easy for me to do so.

This coloring book from Creative Haven is really great for those who like to color and like Fairies.

Inside the front and back covers are colored illustrations to hopefully help to inspire you along while

you color your own. The front and back cover also have a colored drawing. There are 31 pages of

various designs of fairies. They all have about a half inch border, which is nice for those of us who

don't like pictures that go the whole way to the edge of the paper. Each page is perforated for easy

removal also. In some of my coloring groups I have heard people say they do not like the paper that

Creative Haven uses to print their coloring books on, but I personally like it. I find that it works well

for colored pencils. I'm not really a marker or gel pen person so I really can't give advice on how

well it works for that. I find that it is a medium weight paper, not too rough. All designs are printed on

one side of the paper, which is great. I love to take my finished drawings out and use them to wrap

small gifts or use for homemade greeting cards. The lines are dark and there is no guessing where

one starts or stops.I can easily spend hours coloring each page, deciding on a color scheme and

making sure each color is exactly where it should me. Coloring is my end of the day chore, to relax

me. I love it. I would recommend this book.

It's a coloring book!!! I love fairies so obviously I like the book. Each picture is on it's own page with

nothing on the back. So if your pens leak through, no worries. The pages are perforated so you can

tear them out if you like.

I have been obsessed with fairies since I was little and the child inside me wanted a coloring book

so this was perfect. I looked at the other fairy books in this price range but the pictures were either

not detailed enough or didn't have enough variety with the pictures. I enjoyed coloring these pages

quite a bit. They are detailed but not too detailed where it's difficult to color like other books.This

book has 31 unique pictures of fairies with various things such as flowers and animals. Each page is

one sided so you don't have to worry about color bleeding through to the other side. The paper is

thin but not as thin as regular printer paper. Still, my gel pens bled through and I suspect markers

would do the same. The pages are perforated so you could either tear them out to avoid color

bleeding onto the other pages, or place something like cardboard behind the page you're working

on.



This is an adult coloring book I purchased it too keep my mom occupied, she loved the last three I

purchased for her and she is very busy coloring and blending. She is creative and her color choices

are beautiful.

I love coloring fairies, and these are some pretty ones, with pretty backgrounds! Personally I like the

simpler ones better - when they get too complex, I tend to stress on which colors to use!I started

with markers, but would probably work better with pencils.All in all, would recommend!

I love the artist that created this book it reminds me of a local artist who's work I collect. This book

has 30 of fairy and sprites in flowery pages of one sided easy perforated paper for easy removal

and display. I really love the place coloring and drawing takes me it's so relaxing. I spend hours

coloring and am always looking for a good book that's going to keep my interest going. I really like

the way that there are borders around all the pages. I will recommend this coloring book to all fellow

fairy lovers.

Enchanted Fairies is an adult coloring book. There is no narration. It is beautifully drawn, and like

many Dover-produced books, it is a real bargain compared to some of the others in the book stores.
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